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An auction service is provided that stimulates

competition between energy suppliers (i.e., electric

power or natural gas). A bidding moderator (1)

receives bids from the competing suppliers of the rate

each is willing to charge to particular end users for

estimated quantities of electric power or gas supply
(separate auctions). Each supplier receives competing
bids from the bidding moderator (1) and has the

opportunity to adjust its own bids down or up,

depending on whether it wants to encourage or

discourage additional energy delivery commitments in a
particular geographic area or to a particular customer
group. Each supplier's bids can also be changed to

reflect each supplier's capacity utilization.

Appropriate billing arrangements, including

transmitting data from end user meters (12) over the

public telephone network (13), are also disclosed.
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(57) Cette invention se rapporte a un service de vente aux
encheres qui stimule la concurrence entre des
fournisseurs d'energie (electricite ou gaz naturel, par
exemple). Un moderateur d'encheres (Moderateur)
recoil des fournisseurs cn concurrence les oJTrcs dc prix

auquel chacun de ces fournisseurs desire facturer les

utilisateurs finaux particuliers pour des quantity
estimees d 'electricite ou de gaz (offres de prix

distinctes). Chaque fournisseur recoit du Moderateur les

oITrcs dc prix concurrcntes ct il a la possibility d'ajuster

sa propre offre a la hausse ou a la baisse, suivant qu'il

souhaite encourager ou decourager d'autres

engagements relatifs a la distribution d
r

energie dans une
zone geographique particuliere ou a destination d'un
groupe dc consommatcurs parLiculicr. Les offrcs dc prix

de chacun des fournisseurs peuvent egalement etre

modifiees pour refleter l'utilisation des capacites de
chaque fournisseur. L 'invention se rapporte egalement a

des arrangements permettant une facturation appropriee.

(57) An auction service is provided that stimulates

competition between energy suppliers (i.e., electric

power or natural gas). A bidding moderator (1) receives

bids from the competing suppliers of the rate each is

willing to charge to particular end users for estimated

quantities of electric power or gas supply (separate

auctions). Each supplier receives competing bids from
the bidding moderator (1) and has the opportunity to

adjust its own bids down or up, depending on whether it

wants to encourage or discourage additional energy
delivery commitments in a particular geographic area or
to a particular customer group. Each supplier's bids can
also be changed to reflect each supplier's capacity
utilization. Appropriate billing arrangements, including

transmitting data from end user meters (12) over the

public telephone network (13), are also disclosed.
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(57) Abstract

An auction service is provided that annulate* competition between energy suppliers (i.e., electric power or natural gas). A biddina
moderator (1) receives bids from the competing suppliers ofthe rate each is willing to charge to particular end users for estimated quantities
of electric power or gas supply (separate auctions). Each supplier receives competing bids from the bidding moderator (1) and has the
opportunity to adjust its own bids down or up, depending on whether it wants to encourage or discourage additional energy delivery
commitments in a particular geographic area or to a particular customer group. Each supplier's bids can also be changed to reflect each
supplier's capacity utilization. Appropriate billing arrangements, including trazumitting data from end user meters (12) over the miblic
telephone network (13), are also disclosed.
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BIDDING FOR ENERGY SUPPLY

The invention is in the field of provision of energy supply, such as electric power and

natural gas.

The elecuic power and natural gas industries will experience fundamental changes

over the next few years as the results ofcontinuing deregulation take hold. One of those

results is lo give end users a choice ofenergy providers. Until now, substantially all end

users purchased the electric power or natural gas they needed from the local electric or gas

utility serving their geographic area. Electric utilities have generally operated as vertically

integrated local monopolies, producing or purchasing (on a wholesale basis), the quantities of

electric power they needed to serve all end users within the utility's geographic boundaries.

Natural gas utilities have generally operated in a similar fashion, though usually purchasing

rather than producing most of the natural gas they need.

According to the Federal Lncrgy Information Administration, legislation to deregulate

the electric power industry has been adopted in five states and is pending in over 20 others

In general, tins legislation calls lor a restruciuring of the industry into at least three kinds of

participants 1 1
1
electric power generating companies, (ii) long-haul transmission companies,

and on) local distribution companies ("DISCOs"). Power generators will include companies

that own actual generating facilities as well as those firms that purchase generating capacity

from others and market that available power directly to end users. Under most of the various

legislatiw approaches, an end user will be given the opportunity to purchase its electric

power irorn an> legitimate power generating company willing to supply electric power to thai

end user * eengraphu region One ol the pnmar\ uims of electric power deregulation et forts

nationwide i> to reduce end user s energy prices b> introducing competition among power

generator As competition increases, power generators are expected to offer prospective

customers various pricing plans premised, for example, on volume and term commitments,

and peak/off-peak usage. Under most of the pending deregulation schemes, the local

distribution company facilities of the local electric utility will continue to be a government-

regulated monopoly within the region it serves. These facilities are primarily the wires and

other equipment constituting the local power grid over which electric power is transmitted to

end user locations, having been delivered to the grid by generating plants within the local

utility's service area or by other utilities' grids interfacing with that local utility's grid (when
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the local utility purcliases electric power today from suppliers outside of its service area).

In the natural gas industry, similar deregulatory efforts are underway to enable greater

competition and customer choice. The wholesale purchase and sale of natural gas has already

been mostly deregulated. In some states large industrial and commercial customers can

purchase their natural gas directly from gas producers rather than from the local gas utility.

Most industry observers expect local natural gas utilities to be restructured in the near future

to follow the model being used in the electric power industry as a result of deregulation, with

three similar components: (i) natural gas production companies, (ii) gas pipeline transmission

companies, and (iii) local distribution companies CDJSCOs"). Gas producers will include

companies that own actual production facilities as well as these firms that purchase

produciion capacity from others and market that available gas directly to end users. Knd

users are expected to be given the opportunity to purchase the natural pas they need from an>

of numerous natural gas producers willing to supply natural gas to that end user's locale.

Under most of the expected deregulation models, the local distribution company facilities of

the local gas utility will continue to be a government-regulated monopoly within the region it

serves. These facilities are primarily the pipelines and other equipment constituting the

regional gas pipeline network through which natural gas is transported to end user locations,

having been delivered to the regional network by production facilities within the local

utility'* service area or, more often, by long-haul gas pipeline transmission companies

transporting natural gas from production facilities to the local utility's regional pipeline

network

Meter reading and billing o| end users ha> until now generally been handled by the

UmI distr.buth.ji utility as pail of its local franchise. As a result of deregulation, however,

the local diminution utility is expected ... mam jurisdictions u, lose this monopoh over

mete, readme and btllmg. I he various slate public utility commissions <Tl KV> in those

states where electric power deregulation plans are at an advanced stage, for example, arc

considering giving power generators the right to read meters and render their own bills

without the cooperation of the local distribution utility. In many cases, the power generator

or end user may have the right to determine who will own the meter and whether the end user

will receive separate bills (one for energy consumption from the power generator and another

2
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for the distribution and service charges of the local distribution utility) or a consolidated bill,

as is the case today. Many industry experts expect independent service entities (not

necessarily affiliated with, but acting as agents for, power generators or gas producers, local

distribution utilities, end users, or any combination thereof) to provide meter reading and

billing services on a more efficient basis than local electric and gas utilities do today.

Both electric and gas utilities rely primarily on meters at customer sites to apprise

them of how much energy the customer has taken from the utility's supply lines running

down the street. Many of these meters can measure (i) the volume of energy used (e.g..

kilowatt-hours of electricity), (ii) the highest volume used during any hour throughout a

monthly billing cycle (peak demand J. and (iii) the volume used in every hour of the monthly

billing cycle (or as short a period as every 15 minutes during this cycle) Some meters, such

as those used by larger industrial and commercial end users, can measure all of the above.

Other meters measure only total monthly volume and peak demand Meiers servicing

residential customers often measure only total volume used during the month

Today, most end users have meters that require a physical on-site visit by the local

utility to read the meter in order to determine the end users actual energy usauc since the last

tune the meter was read 1 ypically. such on-site visits are made once a month. If the local

unlit> tails to make such a visit, the end user's energy usage for that month is estimated and

billed based on prior usage. Billing is then reconciled after the next on-site meter reading.

More sophisticated meters now available enable the local utility to monitor the end user's

actual energ> usage electronically, without requiring a physical on-site visit to read the meter.

I.mplming these meters, the Kn:al utility can continuously monitor the end user's actual

energ> uKigc h> taking readings every I
s minutes throughout the da>. it necessary Some

local eiectnc utilities, tor example, require llieir largest customers to install these clectronic

remoteiv -readable meters so thai U,c utility can monitor these customers' actual usage

throughout the day and. as a result, better manage and balance the overall load on its local

power dtstribut.on grid. Industry experts expect meter manufacturers within a few years to

reduce this monitoring window to under live minutes.

Whether the meter is read by an on-site visit or via remote communication, today the

local utility records that energy usage data and applies its applicable tariffed rate to produce a
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bill for the end user. These tariffs, filed by the local utility with the applicable state PUC, set

forth specific rates to be charged to different classes of customers - e.g., large industrial and

commercial end users often pay rates based on peak demand as well as total volume

consumed, whereas the rates paid by residential customers typically relate only to total

volume consumed. Some tariffs call for different rates depending on time of use (e.g., peak v.

off-peak pricing). In general, large customers pay lower rates than small customers. As

deregulation progresses, competing energy providers are expected to offer end users myriad

pricing plans and contractual arrangements geared to time of use, volume and term

commitments, etc Power generators will compete with other power generators just as gas

producers will compete with other gas producers.

An active wholesale market exists for electric power. Power generators, local electric

utilities, resellers, independent traders and brokers actively buy and sell electric power among

themselves. A power generator may wish to sell excess generating capacity not required lor

its own operations or not contractually committed to any utility, or may need to purchase

additional power to satisfy its generating commitments. A local electric utility ma> be selling

excess generating capacity drum its own generating plants) or buying power from nearby

utilities, resellers, traders or brokers to cover a shortfall in its own supply te.g.. during certain

peak periods). Resellers and traders may be fulfilling take-or-pay or supply contracts they

have with power generators, local utilities or each other or just buying or selling based on

speculation about the future price of power in the spot market. Under deregulation, the local

elecuic utility will no longer have a monopoly on selling power to end users Power

generator*, other utilities, resellers, brokers and other power marketers will all be ahle to sell

electric nonet direcllv to end users

in the wholesale powet market, buyers typically lake title to the electric power they

purchase at well-esiablisheJ interface* or transfer points on a regional power grid u-.g.. the

Oregon-California border). In many cases, however, the purchase arrangement may call for

title to be passed at some alternate point, such as (i) the point on the regional grid nearest the

seller s generating facility or (ii) if the buyer is a local distribution utility, the point(s) on its

local grid where the grid interfaces with the power grids of neighboring utilities. Before this

power can be delivered to the buyer at the agreed transfer point, the seller must schedule a

4
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"contract path" for this power to travel from the seller's generating facility (or the point at

which the seller is to take title if the seller purchased this power from another source) to the

transfer point. The buyer must, in turn, schedule a transmission path from the transfer point

to the buyer's own grid interface (if the buyer, for example, is a local distribution utility) or. if

the buyer is reselling this power to another party, to a transfer point agreed to by such other

party. Scheduling contract or transmission paths is usually coordinated through the regional

grid controllers) for the power grids over which this power is to be transmitted. The regional

grid controller manages one or more local power grids, keeping demand on the combined grid

in balance with available supply at all times. Generally, but not always, the affected power

grids arc those owned and controlled by the electric utilities whose service areas are situated

between the source of this power and the transfer point. The charges for transmission of Un-

purchased power to and from the point at which title is passed are normally borne by the

seller and buyer, respectively.

In many stales or geographic regions, local electric utilities have formed wholesale

power pools in which liiey share power, as needed, with other members ol the pool under

arrangement and according to rules previously agreed to by all the members. In some of

these power pools, the members' generating facilities and key portions of their respective

power grids are placed under the control of a regional or pool controller who manages the

continuous balancing ot power being transmitted across these grids for greatest efficiency and

at lowesi cost to the members. The pool controller in some cases, for example, will advise

the pool members on one da> of the power he expects to need during each hour of the

tollowing da>. in order to saiisl> the protected aggregate demand on the pool s combined grid

bs the utilities' customer l.uch member is united to submit offers tquantities and pneesi ot

tne power it is willing to suppl> to the combined grid Starting with the lowest-priced power

first, the control let accepts such oilers until he reaches the aggregate quanun he needs tor

each hour of the next da> . Typically, the clearing price - the price of the last unit of power

needed by the controller to meet his projected demand for each hour - is used to set the price

that all suppliers for that hour will receive, notwithstanding that some of the accepted offers

were at prices lower than the clearing price. This approach ensures an efficient but equitable

least-cost wholesale pricing arrangement among the pool members.

5
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As deregulation efforts have gained momentum in the electric power industry, similar

pooling arrangements have been explored to make the wholesale market more efficient but

also to give energy marketers not affiliated with a local utility a reasonable chance to

compete. The California Public Utilities Commission, for example, has proposed a power

exchange to which the three largest in-state electric utilities must sell all their generated

power and from which they must also buy all the power they need for distribution to their end

user customers. Other power generators, utilities, resellers, traders and brokers can also buy

and sell power through this exchange. Bach day the operator of the power exchange will

assess the next day s power supply requirements for the three largest utilities' customers as

well as all those of the other local utilities in California to he supplied power via the

exchange. The operator will ask power generators, local utilities with generating capacity,

resellers and traders (and any others willing to supply electric power to the exchange) to

submit asking prices for specified quantities of power to be delivered to the California power

grid during each hour of the next day. Starting with the lowest-priced power first, the

exchange operator will then mutch its assessed needs for power during each hour of the next

day against the otlcred power until the operator has identified sufficient power supplies for

each hour to meet its anticipated demand. The price at which this offered power is accepted

by the exchange operator will be the purchase price payable to the power provider. The

power exchange plans to publish these prices every day. Similar exchange or pooling

arrangements are being studied by other state public utility commissions as part of their

deregulation proceedings

One of the primary objectives of deregulation is to reduce energy costs lor end users

b\ fostering competition among energy providers. Most electric power industry analysts, lor

example, assume that end users will only realize significant savings if thc> move to time-ol-

use pricing (e.g.. peak v. ofl-peak) In mam states, larger end users arc already subject m
different prices based on the cost to Up local electric utility of supplying power during

periods of peak demand across its service area. In general, the cost to providers of generating

power during peak demand hours can be dramatically higher than at other times of the day.

The greater efficiency of the wholesale market and increased visibility of wholesale prices is

expected to influence the pricing plans that providers will be willing to offer end users.

6
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especially those end users who are willing to pay different prices based on (i) when during the

day they typically need more or less power and/or (ii) whether they can alter their current

power consumption patterns to conserve usage during the hours of highest demand within the

local utility's service area.

An active wholesale market also exists for natural gas. Gas producers, local gas

utiliues. resellers, independent traders and brokers actively buy and sell natural gas among

themselves. A gas producer may wish to sell excess production capacity not required for its

own operations or not contractually committed to any utility or other party, or may need to

purchase additional gas supplies to satisfy its production commitments. A local utility may

be buying natural gas from producers, other utilities, resellers, traders or brokers to secure its

necessary supplies or may be selling gas to many of these same parties if it has excess

supplier Resellers and tracers may be fulfilling take-or-pay or supply contracts they have

with gas producers, local utilities or each oilier or just buying or selling based on speculation

about the future price of natural gas in the snot market. Gas producers, other utilities,

resellers, broken and oilier natural gas marketers will all be able to sell natural gas directly to

end usci> undei must deregulation models lor the natural gas market.

In the wholesale natural gas market, buyers may lake title 10 the gas they purchase at

un> ol .several possible transfer points from the gas production facilities lo the interlace

between liie long-haul transmission pipeline transporting the gas and the local utility's

regional pipeline network. Scheduling transmission of newly purchased or sold gas is usually

coordinated with the opetatoi of the long-haul transmission pipeline expected to iransport this

c.as «.. the turn-: I he eludes lor transmission ol the purchased gas to and from the point at

wiiuh t.:ie i> passed are notmallx borne bv the sellei and buyei. respectively

SliMMAKY OF illi: INVENTION

The provision of electric power and natural gas to end users is dominated by fixed

price arrangements set according to (i) orders promulgated by the federal or stale govern-

mental bodies regulating providers, (ii) tariffs filed with such governmental authorities by the

providers, or (iii) contractual arrangements between providers and end users. However,

because of technological and regulatory changes, the provision of these sources of energy is

7
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becoming more of a commodity, with competition between providers expected to increase

dramatically in the next few years. The invention disclosed herein provides an auction

service that will stimulate this competition and facilitate the consumer's ability (and that of

resellers) to make economic choices between providers. In this method and system, providers

supply energy (i.e., electric power or natural gas) to end users (or resellers) in accordance

with economic incentives (e.g., lowest price) resulting from a bidding process between

participating providers, administered by a bidding service entity through operation of a

central processor, a computer referred to as a bidding moderator (the "Moderator"). The

bidding process to supply electric power will be conducted separate and apart from the

bidding process to supply natural gas. Power generators will compete only with other power

generators. Gas producers will compete only with other gas producers. However, for ease of

reference, power generators and gas producers are each referred 10 herein as "energy

providers" or just "Providers." Through this auction. Providers will be apprised ol the bids of

competing Providers and have an opportunity to modify their bids accordingly

Iiach of the Providers transmits to the Moderator the rate it is willing to charge (or

other economic incentive it is willing to offer) for electric power or natural gas to be

provided to an end user or group of end users, over some particular period of lime. This "bid
11

may be lower than that Provider's established rate for any of several reasons (e.g.. the

Provider has excess generating or production capacity at that time). The Provider may. for

example, also decide for capacity or competitive reasons to place different bids on energy to

he provided, for example, to different end users at different times of day and at different

destinations u g.. with higher prices for electric power supplied during daily peak demand

periods or uu power delivered to destinations at greater distances from the Provider's power

generation facilities ) The Provider ma> change H> bids a.s often as it likes as marketplace

demands lor energy change or in response to competitors" bidding activities

The Moderator collects this bid information from all the Providers, sorts it according

to the rules of the auction (e.g., sorting it among delivery destinations - such as the grid

interfaces of local electric distribution companies serving end users), and may further process

this bid information, for example, to select Providers for particular end users. This provider

selection information may include, for example, a prioritization of the Provider selection in

8
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accordance with Providers
1

bids or the designation of a selected Provider or a default

Provider. The Moderator then transmits selected portions of this information to a control

computer associated with each end user or group ofend users, as well as to participating

Providers' energy network management centers. Each control computer gets the rate

information and/or provider selection information from the Moderator that pertains to the end

user or group of end users with whom the control computer is associated. The Moderator

gives each Provider bid information from other Providers for at least a portion of the end

users in regard to which any Provider has submitted a bid.

A control computer may be operated by the Moderator, by an end user associated with

• a control computer (e.g.. by the energy manager of a large industrial customer), or by the

local energy distribution company that distributes energy to the end user associated with a

control computer. For some end users, the Moderator will perform the functions of the control

computer, perhaps using an adjunct computer to the Moderator.

From the list of all Providers providing bid information to the Moderator, each control

computer tor the Moderator) can select those Providers from whom participating end users

will be prouded electric power or natural gas and can change that selection at any time. After

each new bid is submitted by a Provider and is processed by the Moderator, the rate and/or

provider selection data will be transmitted to the relevant control computers (or retained b>

the Moderator it the Moderator will perform the functions of the control computer, including

selecting a Provider for each set ol end users) and rate information will be distributed to some

or all of the Providers in order to implement the auction A Provider, for example, may not be

interested in receiving the bids ol other Providers \\lu» are not active in the same geographic

tepom All Pto\ uers will ha\ e the opportunity therejhet to submit a lower or higher bid lor

an> end u.scr or gioup ol end users to whom they wish to suppl> electric power or natural ca.s

The Moderator collects end users* actual usage data from end users" meters and

processes this data to create periodic usage reports to be transmitted to Providers. If meter

readings are performed by the end user s DISCO or a third-party meter reading service entity

rather than the Moderator, reports of such end user s actual energy usage can be collected by

the DISCO or third-party service entity and transmitted to the Moderator for processing and

* subsequent transmission by the Moderator to the respective Provider. The Provider, as pan of

9
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managing its available capacity, can adjust its bids, for example, to create more demand for

its available capacity on a spot basis, resulting in incremental revenue for the Provider that

would not be achievable otherwise.

Each Provider of electric power manages its power generation and/or power

provisioning activities (e.g., buying and selling power in the wholesale markets) in response

to periodic repons of end users' actual usage transmitted by the Moderator to the selected

Provider. In response to such reports, this Provider can adjust its power generating or

provisioning capacity to reflect higher or lower expected usage as these periodic reports are

received throughout the day. month or year. Each selected Provider of natural gas manages

its gas production and/or gas pro\ isioning activities (e.g.. buying and selling natural gas in

the wholesale markets) in response to similar periodic reports of end users" actual usage

transmitted by the Moderator lo such Provider.

Through this bidding process. Providers can compete to supply electric power or

natural gas to end users based on available capacity, delivery destinations, volume discounts,

peak period requirements, etc. Providers can also manage their power generation, gas

production and/or energy provisioning activities by adjusting their bids from time to time,

depending on capacity utilization or other energy availability factors. And end users (and

resellers) can easily make economic choices among competing Providers.

HRIKF INSCRIPTION OFTIIK DRAWINGS
hgure I i> a schematic uew ol an exemplary system of the invention showing shared

data links between the Prov iders and the Modcraiot. between the Moderator and the controt

computer:, between the MoJeratoi and the DISUk. between the Moderator s ad-imcl

computet and the control computers, between the Moderator's adjunct computer and the

DISCOs. and between the Moderator s adjunct computer and the Providers, and further

showing dedicated communication lines between the Moderator and its adjunct computer, and

the use of the public switched telephone network for communications between the

Moderator's adjunct computer and end user meters.

Figure 2 is a schematic view ofan exemplary system of the invention showing
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dedicated communication lines between the Provider and the Moderator and between the

Moderator and the control computers, and a shared data link between the Moderator and the

DISCOs.

Figure 3 is a schematic view of an exemplary system of ihe invention showing shared

data links between the Provider and the Moderator, between the Moderator and the control

computers, and between the Moderator and the DISCOs.

Figure 4 is a schematic representation of an exemplary method of the invention

showing transmission of bids by Providers to the Moderator, processing of bids by the

Moderator and transmission of Provider selection daia to the control computers* selection of

i. Providers by the respective control computers and transmission of selection notifications to

the Moderator, and transmission of such notifications by the Moderator to the selected

Providers and the applicable DISCOs.

Figure 5 is a schematic view of an exemplary system of the invention in which the

control computers transmit selection notifications directly to the selected Providers.

Figure o is a schematic representation of an exemplary method of the invention in

which the control computers seieel Providers and transmit notifications to the Moderator, the

selected Providers and the applicable DISCO.

hgure 7 is a schematic view of an exemplar) system of the invention in which the

Moderator selects Providers and incorporates all functions otherwise performed by the

respective control computers as shown in Figure 4.

Figure X is a schematic view of an exemplary system of the invention in w hich the

Moderatoi selects Pm\ iders lor each set nt end users and communicates with all of the

Ptovulcr.s and the I)|S( On via dedicated communication lines

I leure 4
> is a schematic view of an exemplar) system of the invention in which the

Moderator selects Providers for each set of end users and communicates with all of the

Pun ider.s and the DISCOs via shared data links.

Figure 10 is a schematic representation of an exemplar) method of the invention in

which the Moderator selects Providers for each set of end users and notifies the respective

Providers and applicable DISCOs.

M Figure 1 1 is a schematic view of an exemplar)' system of the invention showing the
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use of the Internet for communications between the Moderator's adjunct computer and end

user meters.

Figure 12 is a schematic view of an exemplary system of the invention showing the

use of a wireless communications network for communications between the Moderator's

s adjunct computer and end user meters.

Figure 13 is a schematic view of an exemplary system of the invention showing the

applicable DISCO for each set ofend users collecting the meter reading data from the meters

of end users participating in the auction service and transmitting such meter reading data to

the Moderator's adjunct computer.

Figure 14 is a schematic view of an exemplary system of the invention showing third

party meter reading service entities (independent of the applicable DISCOs) collecting the

meter reading data from the meters ofend users participating in the auction service and

transmitting such meter reading data to the Moderator's adjunct computer

Figure 15 is a schematic representation of an exemplary method of the invention,

including a billing capability in which the Moderator can generate a bill for each end user

Figure 1(> is a schematic representation of an exemplary method of the invention,

including a billing capability in which the applicable DISCO can generate a bill for each end

user.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

I he InergN Auction System rl AS*) can be made available to all end users of electric

power o: natural gas land reseller* ol either), but will I unction best tor those end users who

ha\c meters that can be read remotely b> electronic means known in the industry <e.g . with

access via public or pri\ate wired or wireless telecommunications facilities, coaxial cable

taciliiics. power line communications access, etc., whether using circuit-switched, packet

data, frame relay or asynchronous transfer mode networks or other communications facilities

utilizing known technologies). An exemplary embodiment of the EAS system architecture is

designed to operate as follows:
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(i) Providers transmit their most economically advantageous rates (or other

economic incentives) as bids to the Moderator;

(ii) the Moderator processes these bids according to specified rules of the auction

to which all bidders agree, in order to produce an "apples-to-apples" comparison of the

rates or other economic incentives offered by the bidders and, further, to generate

provider selection data pertaining to each end user or group of end users associated

with a particular control computer;

(iii) the Moderator transmits back to the bidders some or all of the bids received

from the other bidding Providers, giving ihcm un opportunity to adjust some or all of

their bids:

(iv> the Moderator transmits to each control computer such rate information and/or

provider selection data as is relevant to the end user or group of end users associated

with thai control computer,

(vi using the information received from the Moderator, each control computet

selects the Prouder ottering the lowest rate tor best economic value I at thai time to

the end users associated with that control computer (alter applying any decision rules

formulated and inputted by the control computer s administrator! and transmits such

selection to the Moderator,

(vn for those end users not associated with a control computer, the Moderator will

perform all of the functions the control computer would otherwise perform, including

selecting the Provider offering the lowest rale tor best economic value) at that time lo

cacn such end user.

l\;; the Moderator transmit* a notification !o the selected Provider < which ma\

alv* spccilx the estimated encrgt requirements ol the set ol end users to he served*

and. perhaps, copies of such notification to the end user's local cnergx distribution

company (•DISCO") and to the respective Provider supplying power or natural gas to

this end user immediately prior to the start of energy deliveries by the newly-selected

Provider;

(viii ) meters at subscribing end user sites periodically transmit reports of actual

energy usage to the Moderator (or an associated adjunct computer), either directly or
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through the end user's DISCO or a third-party meter reading service entity:

(ix) the Moderator (or an associated adjunct computer) processes this meter

reading data and transmits to the respective Provider periodic reports of the actual

energy used by each end user or selected group ofend users being supplied by that

Provider;

(x) these usage reports may also be processed and transmitted by the Moderator to

the DISCO (or an adjunct computer associated with the DISCO's power grid or gas

pipeline management and/or billing systems) for each end user or group of end users

in the service area being supplied by a specific Provider or for all end users in the

aggregate (or any portion thereof) in that DISCO'S service area, without necessarily

sorting such end users by their respective Providers;

(xi
)

based on such usage reports from the Moderator, each Provider can adjust the

quantity of electric power or natural gas it supplies, by generation/production or

otherwise, to the power grid or gas pipeline network, respectively, of the DISCO

serving such end user or selected group of end users;

( xii
)

applying the actual energy usage data received from each end user's meter and

the rale tor other economic incentive) offered at the time by the winning bidder from

among the participating Providers, the Moderator (or an associated adjunct computer)

can prepare and transmit a billing statement for each end user to the respective

Provider and end user (unless the Provider wishes to prepare its own billing statement

lor such cud user): and

t xin > tor those end users who so elect ( assuming their selected Providers agree), the

Moderator can prepare and transmit to each end user a consolidated hilling statement,

based on the actual energy usage data icceived b> the Moderator from that end users

meter during an entire billing cycle and ihe winning hid data relating to all selected

Providers who supplied electric power or natural gas to this end user during that

billing cycle (i.e.. consolidating billable charges from all Providers of electric power

to such end user on one bill and consolidating billable charges from all Providers of

natural gas to such end user on another bill).

Transmissions by Providers of bids to the Moderator, transmissions by the Moderator
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of processed bid data to relevant control computers and rate information to Providers,

transmissions by control computers of Provider selection notifications to the Moderator, and

transmissions by the Moderator of winning bid notifications to selected Providers (and,

perhaps, to the relevant DISCO) can be made via data link, dedicated facility or any private

or public wired or wireless telecommunications network. Similar means can be used for

transmissions by end users' meters of usage data to the Moderator, for transmissions by the

Moderator of the periodic energy usage reports derived from such meter reading data to the

Providers and the applicable DISCOs. and for transmissions by the Moderator to the

respective Provider of billing statements the Moderator prepares for each end user.

A control computer may be operated by the Moderator, hy an end user associated with

a control computer (e.g.. by the energy manager of a large industrial customer), or by the

DISCO thai distributes energy to the end user associated with a control computer.

End users can participate in HAS even ilthe> do not have meters that can be remotely

read by electronic means. Such end users can have their meters read hy on-site visits at the

end of a billing cycle (oi more frequently, if necessary ) and have the meter reading data

transmitted to the Moderator immediately thereafter (in lieu of having a remotely-readable

meter transmitting periodic energy usage reports to the Moderator). Time-of-use meters will

enable I-AS to accommodate many Providers lor an end user during the same billing cycle

(e.g.. peak v. oil-peak usage), but switching to any new Providers before the end of the billing

cycle will not be feasible, absent an on-site visit to read the end user's meter before making

such a switch I nd U>ers who iwu- meters that do not record actual energ> consumed h> time

o! use. tor example. tr..i\ achiexe a rough approximation ot ttme-ol-use metering it

participating Provider agree lo hill lor usage based on "usage profiling- (also referred to as

"load profiling" in the electric power industn ) for that customer ti e., estimating the end

user s actual eneigv usage hour-hy-hour. using historical usage levels related to the class of

customers into which this end user fits), an approach adopted by the California PUC as pan

of its electric power deregulation plans.

Bidding
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The Moderator will establish rules and standards under which the auction process will

be conducted. Some of those rules will be set to enable the Moderator to compare competing

bids on an
tt

apples-to-appies" basis, in order to determine the best economic value being

offered to end users. Bids submitted to the Moderator must conform to such rules in order to

be considered by the Moderator. The auction rules may take into account such factors as the

difference in the nature of electric power generation and gas supply. For example, the supply

of electric power must be controlled at the point of generation, while gas is capable of being

stored, the transmission pipelines themselves constituting a significant storage medium.

In general, the Moderator may require bidders to formulate bids based on, for

example, (i) a particular period of lime during which they will supply energy (e.g., the next

hour or the next 12 months), (ii) a specific end user or a group or class of end users to whom

they will supply energy, iiii) a stated class of service ihcy will supply (e.g., uninterruptible v.

interrupt! hie, high-voltage v. sicpped-down service, etc.). (iv) whether they will supply 100%

of an end user's encrgv needs during a specified period or only supply up to a specific

quantity ol energy during a set period, (v) a specific delivery destination (e.g.. a grid or

pipeline interface of the end user s DISCO at which the DISCO will accept delivery of power

or natural gas. respectively, from outside suppliers), (vi) the estimated amount of the energy

required on a recurring basis by each applicable end user or set ol end users. ( vii) the

frequency with which the bidder will receive periodic feedback reports from the Moderator of

actual energy usage by the end users to whom the bidder wishes to supply energy - a function

pnmaril) ol whether the end users have remotely-readable meters sending usage reports to

the Moderator on a recurring basis, and ( viiil whether the end user will be billed separatelv

tor each Provider's cnerg\ or on a consolidated basis lor all Providers supplying energy to

such end user during the same billing cycle A Provider may wish to lornuilatc and submit

more than one bid for an end user or group ol end users (e.g., some end users may require

more than one class of sen ice, others may require that electric power or natural gas be

delivered to more than one location, etc.).

The competing Providers bid for customers by transmitting to the Moderator the

economic incentive each Provider will offer for supplying energy to different end users or

groups of end users. The economic incentive presently contemplated as being most usual is
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the rate (amount of money charged per unit ofenergy). However, many other kinds of

economic incentive may be offered, such as a credit toward other services (e.g., frequent flyer

points) or a credit toward an additional rebate that may be offered if a user's energy usage for

a given period rises above a threshold. The economic incentive could be a combination of

rate and another incentive. But the economic incentive should be selected from a limited set

authorized by the Moderator, because the incentive must be capable of being evaluated by the

software in the Moderator or its associated adjunct computer. Each bid is associated with a

lime period within which the bid will be effective.

The rules of the bidding process related to such time periods can be structured in

many ways. The following arc examples of such possible bidding rules:

(a) The day is divided into blocks ol lime by the Moderator and bids arc submitted

for each block of time. All bids for a given block of time must be submitted prior to a cut-off

time that precedes thai block of time by a protection interval. Any bid received alter the cut-

off time is considered to be effective for the next block of time, unless a new bid is

subsequently received from the same Provider that would be applicable to the same end user

or group ol end users. The protection interval applicable to bids to supply electric power, for

example, in needed to permit all of the following actions to take place prior to the bid starting

lime; (i) processing of the bid information b> the Moderator and transmission to the relevant

control computer; (ii
) selection of the winning bidder by the appropriate control computer and

transmission of that selection hack to the Moderator; (ml the subsequent transmission of a

selection notification to the selected Prov ider tor its associated adjunct computer l and.

perhaps, to the DISCI > ser\ ing the applicable end user or croup of end users; and ( iv ) the

scheduling i'! the power to be delivered h> the selected Provider with the power urid

controller! si between the point ol the Provider s generating facility tor the point at which the

Provider takes utle to an> purchased power to be delivered lo the end user) and the grid

interlace of the end users DISCO, lor example, if one hour blocks of time are auctioned, a

30 lo 00 minute protect ion interval may be appropriate The protection interval applicable to

bids to supply natural gas may be much longer due to the relatively slow speed at which

natural gas can be transported (when compared to that for newly-generated electric power),

(b) Providers are permitted to submit bids for any time interval by specifying a start
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time and a termination time. However, no bid can be effective before a protection time

interval specified by the bidding service provider. The Moderator provides confirmation of

received bids back to the Provider if the data link from the Moderator to the Providers is

provided with a selective messaging capability,

s (c) Providers may be permitted to enter default bids for any block of time for which

they transmit no other bid.

(d) As a fail-safe mechanism, to avoid use of old bids that have not been changed

due to communication failure, the Moderator may impose a rule setting a time limit (a fail-

sate protection time) to the applicability of any bid. At the expiration of the time limit, the

CNpircd bid could default to a preset default bid or to no bid. Such a rule could also be buili

into a Provider's adjunct computer to protect against a failure in the Moderator-to- Provider

data link.

In formulating a bid. a Provider will typically need to know the location of the end

users facility 10 which energy will ultimately be delivered More particularl) , in most cases

a Provider must know in which DISCO's service area the end user's faciht) is located and.

perhaps, in which specific section of the DISCO's service area that facility is situated Under

must electric power deregulation efforts to date, for example, a Provider will be required to

pa\ open access transmission fees to transport its power from its point of generation (or the

point at which the Provider took title to the power, if it was purchased in the wholesale

mat kef Ho the interface at which the end user s DISCO accepts power from outside supplier

l oi the last let* ol the transmission path, from the DISCO s outside interlace to the specific

set '.ion ol the DISO >*s power grid within which the end user is located the pro\ ider will

general!) he required to pay a -retail wheeling" lee to the DISH > This tee max vary

depending on which specific section ol the DISCO's power ^nd is the destination for the

power to he delivered by the Provider. All of these transmission and wheeling charges would

be expected to be incorporated in any bid submitted by a Provider to the Moderator. Tor end

users with facilities at more than one location (and. perhaps, situated in different DISCOs"

service areas), the Moderator can accommodate the submission of composite bids by

Providers, formulated by the bidders to cover some or all of such locations.
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To give bidders more precise data on which to base their bids, the Moderator can

provide bidders with historical usage profile information for participating end users or groups

of end users. The Moderator can update such historical information on a continuing basis to

assure bidders they have current and reliable data. An end user who is a new subscriber to

EAS may be required to furnish the Moderator with at least 30 days and as much as 24

months of historical usage data before the Moderator permits that end user to participate in

the auction.

The transmission of bidding data from the Moderator to each of the Providers is

essential tor the auction to function most effectively. This feedback permits the Providers to

adjust their own bids for any particular end user or group of end users in view of other

Providers' bids for that same end user or group. In a block of time biddmg .scheme, this

transmission may take place, in different service of ferings, either before or alter the bid cutoff

time for a given block of lime. I f transmitted before the cutoff time, the Providers have an

opportune
.
up to the cutoff time, to adjust their bids for that block of time. If the service is

arranged lor transmission ol such data back to the Providers alter the cutoff time, the

Provider can adiust their bids for the next or subsequent Mocks of time II the bids are

transmitted back to the Providers after the cutoff time but before the bids effective time, the

Provider would Ik- able to manage their power generation, gas production ami or energy

prov isioning activities to take account of thai time interval s bid structure. The bids can be

adiusted to be higher or iowei. depending on whether the Provider wishes to further

encourage or discourse .uldition.il energy dchverv commitments The Provider may wish to

reduce^ KJ. to, example, to stimulate additional delivery commitments or increase its bid

I.. discom.Ve addition., commitments Depending on the transmission .,„j computer

technologies used, transmissions back lo the Providers could also be accomplished by posting

the bids on an Internet website, bulletin board system or other similar faalitv . making them

available lor retrieval bv all Providers.

Depending on the particular implementation of the auction, it mav be appropriate to

transmit all received bids to all Providers. However, each Provider's own bids need not

always be transmitted back to it and there may be Providers who focus, for example, on

certain delivery destinations or certain classes of end users and are not interested in seeing
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bids from Providers serving other delivery destinations or end users. In any event, at least a

portion of the bids are transmitted to at least a portion of the Providers in order to implement

an auction.

The bid information being transmitted between the Moderator and the Providers is

sensitive business information and may need, under various circumstances, to be encrypted.

Depending on how the service is arranged, there may be a need to protect the privacy of bids

from interception by other participating Providers or from interception by non-participating

Providers. Some of the most sensitive information would be bid information sent from the

Providers to the Moderator and bid confirmation messages from the Moderator to the

Providers. Some less sensitive information would be the bids transmitted hack to

participating Providers after the cutoff time for a given block of time. There are several

encryption schemes known in the art for such use. including the RSA and PGP schemes.

To reduce the exposure of end users to the potential volatility of prices offered via the

auction. HAS will allow default Providers to participate. If. for example, prices bid in the

auction rise above a fixed upset price previously agreed to by the default Provider, the

relevant control computer (or the Moderator* will select the default Provider as the winning

bidder. The Moderator may negotiate with one or more Providers to serve as default

Providers for LAS. In the alternative, an end user or group of end users ( or an energy

reseller) may wish to specify to the Moderator that a particular Provider he designated as that

end user's or reseller s default Provider (e.g.. a Provider who has entered into a contract with

the end user to supply a significant portion of that end user's electric power or natural gas

needs outside of the auction process).

The Moderator can accommodate end users land encrgx resellers* who wish to limit

the iiroup of Pro\ iders trom whom the Moderator will evaluate bids when a Pun ider ts to be

selected to supply energy to such end users i or customers of such resellers) An end user < or

reseller) may wish to instruct the Moderator tor the administrator of the control computer

associated with such end user) that energy be supplied to that end user only by Providers

specified by that end user (or reseller). The Moderator, in compliance with this instruction,

would include the bids of only this set of specified Providers when generating provider

selection data in regard to such end users. In the alternative, this instruction by the end user
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can also be implemented at the control computer associated with that end user.

EAS can also accommodate those end users who wish to employ a strategy of

purchasing power or natural gas at the lower of the bid price in the auction or the price they

agreed to pay a contract Provider under a term contract. This contract price would be •

transmitted by the end user to the Moderator and the Moderator would include this contract

price among the bids it evaluates when generating provider selection data in regard to each

such end user. If the contract price is lower than all of the other bids, the relevant control

computer (or the Moderator) would select the contract Provider as the Provider ol choice for

that end user. If the contract price is higher than any of the other bids, the low bidder would
be selected as the end user's Provider. The contract price serves as a ceiling while the end
user can still capture the benefit of km prices made available via the auction (^.. at night

when system-wide demands for power are lower than during peak daytime periods) 1 0

ensure that this end user can satisfy the volume commitments that would likelx be part of anv
attraclively-priced contract, the Moderator could enable this end user to designate from time
to tunc (e.g.. durmg certain peak demand daytime hours) that the contract price i< to be

treated as the low bid available to that end user a, thai time. At other times the Moderator
« ill consider all bids submitted by other Providers as well as the contract price

Most h,dders participating in the auction would be expected to supply !(>(>% n | the

elecinc power or natural gas needed b> ihe end users for whom these bidders are selected as
the current Provider. Some bidders, however, may wish to submit bids to supply a fixed

quant,.) ol power or natural gas to an end user or group of end users dur.ne a particular

penuJ ot tune, ra.her than comm., to supph Mm*, of the power or natural ,.,s this end use,

need, or actually consumes 1 he Moderator can accommodate this type ... bid P> prescribe
standard un.ts or blocks o. power or natural gas that Providers can use- when lom.ulai.ne such
bids Ihe Moderator would consider such b.ds only .or end users who wish lo paniapJte and
onl> a, part ol an auction process ,n wind, .he bids compared are those for identical units or
blocks of power or natural gas. In the event that insufficient units or blocks of energy are

offered, the Moderator could again rely on a default Provider, either for 100% of the end
user's energy requirements or only for the shortfall needed.

An end user could, under this approach, have more than one Provider delivering
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power or natural gas to his facilities during the same period of time. For example, a large end

user with a need for 1000 kilowatts of power during every hour between 8:00 a.m. and 6:00

p.m., Monday through Friday, elects to participate in EPAS under the above unit or power

block approach. Four Providers submit bids to supply (in order of the lowest-priced bids

first) 600, 200, 200 and 500 kilowatts of power for the period between 9:00 a.m. and 10:00

a.m. each day. The relevant control computer (or the Moderator) selects the three Providers

who bid 600, 200 and 200, respectively, on the basis of (heir low bids and the amount of

power offered.

In another example of the auction using units or blocks of power or natural gas. the

auction rules might specify that only one Provider (and. perhaps, a default Provider to cover

any shortfall) will be selected for each end user from among those bidding to supply blocks of

power. In that event, in order to make its selection of a Provider for each end user, the

control computer (or the Moderator) would only consider bids to supply blocks of power or

natural pas of sufficient size to fulfill 100% of the end user's projected power or natural gas

requirements or, at the election of the end user, some lesser quantity of power or natural gas

previously specified by the end user, with the shortfall to be covered by the default Provider.

Under a block bidding approach, the end user would likely be committed to a take-or-pay

obligation with each ot the partial Providers, including the default Provider covering any

shortfall. Because electric power is fungible, as is natural gas. the end user's meter would not

be able to distinguish whether the electric power or natural gas supplied by one Provider was

consumed in its cntirci) while another Provider s supply was not. This unit or block

approach uould piohahK be practical only for those large users who can control with some

precision how imuh power or natural gas thc> consume ai any time or have highl}

predictable usage profiles on a recurring basis.

If a Provider is selected as the winning bidder, the Provider will be responsible to

schedule the delivery of its power or natural gas to the end user's DISCO during the period

stipulated. For example, such a selected Provider of electric power will notify the regional

grid controllers of the utility grids between the provider s point of generation, and the grid

interface of the end user s DISCO that the Provider intends lo ship power over their power

grids. The Provider will likely aggregate the quantity of power it needs to deliver to each
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DISCO for the Provider's end users in that DISCO's service area and arrange for its delivery

as part of the same scheduling activity. Resellers, traders and brokers are constantly engaged

today in scheduling power and natural gas deliveries as part of their routine daily activities in

the wholesale electric power market.

Monitoring Usage - Feedback to Providers

Once the Provider has been selected, the Moderator can monitor the actual energy

consumed by each end user by collecting meter readings from the meter or meters at the end

user s facilities. Most meters with remote reading capability today can transmit usage reports

to the Moderator every 15 minutes, if necessary. Industry experts expect meters to be

i available soon thai will enable almost continuous (i.e.. near real time) reporting of energy

consumption.

Depending on the type of end user and the needs of the Provider (and, perhaps, the

end user's DISCO), the f requency at which actual usage reports should be fed back to the

selected Provider or DISCO will var\ I- or example, very large users of electric power can

» create temporary imbalances in the local power grid and contribute to meaningful fluctuations

in the aggregate amount uf power required to be supplied by a selected Provider to meet the

need* of all of its customers in a particular service area. 1 he DISCO for that end user will

also want to obtain timely usage information in order to manage such imbalances on its local

grid effectively. Frequent meter readings would be desirable for this type of customer. On

the other hand, residential customers as a group have faith predictable usage profile patterns

anu would require much less frequent monitoring I he Moderator will process and transmit

suvi, actual usage reports at sudi frequencies as au- sjK'tilied in the auction rules, with

reasonable exceptions accommodated at the request ol the selected Provider or DISCO In

addition, to facilitate such end usefs energy management efforts, the Moderator can also

transmit actual energy usage data (with or without current information on bid prices) on a

periodic basis back to the end user (to be received by the end user's meter or such other

terminal equipment as the end user may designate) or, in the alternative, the Moderator can

transmit such data to an electronic mail address or Internet website designated by the end

user.
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When meter readings are received by the Moderator, it will process the actual energy

usage data collected, first sorting it by end user and then, perhaps, aggregating this data by

Provider for each delivery destination this Provider serves. A delivery destination for power

may be the grid interface at which the end user's DISCO accepts power from outside

suppliers or the section of the power grid within the DISCOS service area in which the end

user is located. A delivery destination for natural gas may be the interface on its regional

pipeline network at which it accepts natural gas from outside suppliers. The Moderator can

then transmit to each Provider the applicable aggregated usage data (as well as usage data on

individual end users or groups of end users) if the Provider so elects. Relying on this energy

usage data, the Provider can determine whether to increase or decrease the aggregate amount

of power or natural gas it delivers to each deliver) destination. The more frequent the energy

usage feedback from the Moderator, the more efficient the Provider can become, eventually

optimizing its generating or production capacity and/or energy provisioning activities (i.e.. its

buying and selling of power or natural gas in the wholesale markets).

For those end users without remotely-readable meters, the Moderator will be unable to

collect periodic reports of actual energy usage more often than once a month, typically, unless

more frequent on-site visits are scheduled than is generally the practice in the industry today.

I eedback from these reports, once they are processed by the Moderator, will he transmitted to

the applicable Provider on the same monthly basis. As a result. Providers will be more

limited in their ability to react in response to such feedback by adjusting the quantity of

electric power or natural gas they supply at any time to the power grid or gas pipeline

network, respectively, of the end user s DISCO. Providers will have fewer opportunities to

make optional and efficient use ot their generating or production capacity and or energ>

provisioning activities. In contrast, if these end users were lo install remoteh -readable

meters, the Moderator could collect meter readings once an hour tor more frequently, if

desired i and feed back the processed daia to the respective Provider shortly alter receiving it.

permitting Providers to make frequent adjustments in the amount of power or natural gas

supplied, optimizing their capacity and provisioning activities on a continuing basis. End

users with such remotely-readable meters should be more attractive customers for Providers

and, as a result, realize economic benefits not offered to other end users.
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As deregulation progresses, state PUCs will determine whether any DISCOs will

retain their monopoly over meter reading. The California PUC has already indicated that

electric power DISCOs in that state will lose their exclusive right to read end user's meters.

It appears increasingly likely that most state PUCs will reach a similar conclusion in order to

give new Providers a reasonable chance to compete with the incumbent utility (since, in most

states, each DISCO will be affiliated with its own power generating entity as a direct

competitor to other Providers). However, in those states in which DISCOs retain their meter-

reading monopoly, the Moderator will arrange with the DISCO for periodic transmissions to

the Moderator of actual energy usage data collected from the meter ofeach end user

subscribing to HAS. In a similar fashion, in those states where the PUC will permit ihird-

pany meter reading service entities (independent of the DISCO or any of the Providers) to

read end users" meters, the Moderator will arrange with this third-party service to obtain

actual energy usage data lor eacli EAS subscriber. In the alternative, the applicable DISCO
or third-party meter reading service entity may transmit these periodic usage reports directly

to the applicable Providers with copies, perhaps, transmitted to the Moderator.

In those jurisdictions where the DISCO does not read the meters of LAS subscribers,

the Moderator can provide the DISCO with meaningful usage data feedback to enable the

DISCO to manage its local power grid or gas pipeline network efficiently The Moderator

can process the meter reading data it receives from other sources (e.g.. remotely-readable

meters transmitting energy usage data directly to the Moderator or third-party meter reading

services transmitting the results of their readings u. the Moderator's adjunct computer) and

transmit to the DISCO perioJu reports of actual energy usage hy each end user or group of

end uscr> in the DISO ) s service area, sorted h> their respective Provider* 1 he Moderator

may also transmit to the DISCi » such energy usage data lor all end users in the aggregate (or

any portion thereof) in that DlSCO's service area, without son.ng such end users by their

respective Providers. .

Billing

Billing under this disclosed invention could be handled, for example, by one of three

methods: (i) by the Moderator applying the historical bid data to the energy used by each end
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user, as recorded by the meter ofsuch end user, without necessarily requiring the

participation of the end user's DISCO in the billing process, (ii) by the DISCO reporting the

energy usage data of each end user to the Moderator (if the DISCO performs meter readings

for end users who are EPAS subscribers), and the Moderator then creating a bill by applying

the appropriate bid rates to the quantities of energy used while those bids applied, sorted by

the selected Providers, or (iii) by the Moderator supplying historical bid data to the DISCO's

billing computer for the period coinciding with the end user's billing cycle, and the DISCO's

billing computer then creating a bill by applying the appropriate bid rales to the quantities of

energy used while those bids applied, sorted by the selected Providers. A third-party meter

reading service entity instead of the DISCO could collect energy usage data and transmit lhai

usage data to the Moderator for the Moderator to create a bill for each end user. In the

alternative, the third-party meter reading service could use the energy usage data it collects,

together with the Moderator's historical bid data, to create such a bill.

Under one such method, the Moderator will receive actual energy usage reports from

each end user's meter on a periodic basis, as part of the Moderator's role as an intermediary

between end users and Providers (and, perhaps to some extent, between end users and their

local DISCO). These meter reading reports will provide the Moderator with the quantity of

electric power or natural gas actually consumed by the end user during each period measured

and recorded by the meter. Periods as short as 1 5 minutes (and even shorter in the future) can

be measured bv meters with time-of-u.se features. Such meters will enable the Moderator to

determine the precise amount of power or natural gas supplied to an end user b> each of manv

Providers during the same hilling ocle for end users without lime-oi-use meters toda\ i i.e..

nun> small businesses and most residential customers), the Moderator can emp|o\ usage

profiling to estimate actual energy usage Irom period to period (e.g.. hourU )

Bid information submitted by participating Providers to the Moderator in the course

ol the auction \sill be stored for a period of time by the Moderator in its database tor that of

an associated adjunct computer). The Moderator will also record and store in its database the

identity of the Provider(s) selected to supply power or natural gas to each end user or group of

end users during any billing cycle.

With the relevant bid price of the selected Provider and the actual energy usage data
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for the period this Provider supplied power or natural gas to an end user, the Moderator can

prepare a billing statement for that end user and each of its Providers during a billing cycle.

Interim statements, covering any period within the billing cycle, can also be prepared by the

Moderator. Billing statements, whether for the entire billing cycle or any interim periods, can

be transmitted by the Moderator to the end user or the applicable Provider (or an adjunct

computer associated with the Provider's billing system).

Some Providers may wish to prepare and deliver their own billing statement for each

end user, assuming the end user is willing to bear the inconvenience of multiple bills for

electric power, for example, covering the same monthly billing cycle (i.e.. if more than one

Provider supplies power to this end user during that month). Using the energy usage data

collected by the Moderator (or DISCO) for each end user and transmitted periodically to the

Provider, that Provider could apply its appropriate bid rale to such actual usage in order to

render a bill lor each such end user. As an aliemat.vc that most end users would likely find

more palatable, the Moderator can install data links or electronic interfaces between such

Providers" billing systems and the Moderator s billing computer, enabling each Provider to

transmit billing information it prepared for each end user to the Moderator. After receiving

such billing data from each Provider, the Moderator's hilling computer can collate the

Provider.*' data into a single integrated bill for the end user.

The end user's DISCO ma> continue basing its tariffed service charges to end users

on the total quantity of power or natural gas consumed during the billing cycle and. for larger

customers, the peak demand lor turner or natural gas from each customer If the Moderator

<mste.Ki ot the DISC n, u collecting actual usage data trom end users' meters, the Moderator

uu: transmit regular reports to the DISH > slum me actual energy usage lor am period

measured b> each end user s meter, including both the total energy consumed during the

hilling cycle tor such other period revested by the DISCO) and the peak demand for power

or natural gas Irom the end user, on an average or absolute basis.

Under most states* deregulation plans, as described above. PUCs are expected to give

Providers the right to read meters directly and not be required to depend on the local DISCO
to perform this function. In addition, some states are expected to permit independent firms to

provide meter reading and billing services to Providers, end users and DJSCOs. The
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Moderator could collect actual energy usage reports from such third-party service entities and

prepare billing statements for each end user and each of the selected Providers supplying

power or natural gas to that end user during a billing cycle. Interim statements could also be

prepared by the Moderator. In either case, the Moderator could transmit such billing

statements to Providers, the end user and, if necessary, the end user's DISCO.

In any jurisdiction where the PUC or other regulatory authority permits the DISCO to

retain the exclusive right to read end users' meters, the Moderator will arrange to receive the

relevant meter reading data from the DISCO. To produce a billing statement for each end

user and the applicable Provider, the Moderator can process the usage data received from the

it DISCO and match it up with the selected Providers" appropriate bid data stored in the

Moderator's database. Again, the Moderator can transmit billing statements to the end user

and each of the selected Providers. Such statements can cover the entire hilling cycle or any

interim period.

For the convenience of end users, the Moderator can prepare a billing statement thai

i coiLSohdates'all of the end user s electric power or natural gas consumption tor the billing

cycle and all of the charges levied during that period by all of the selected Providers for thai

end user (i.e.. with one bill for electric power and another for natural gas). Kach Provider

would receive from the Moderator only the portion of this billing statement that related to the

power or natural gas supplied by that Provider.

Description of Figures and Kxcmpbrv Kmlindtpimfr

I igure I shows an exemplar}- system for carrying out the herein disclosed auction

,
pioccss tor the protiMun of electric power or natural gas to end users tor resellers nn which a

Modcrato: 1 administers the collection and dissemination of bidding information The

Moderator 1 includes a computer with a processor and memory, together with input and

output devices to communicate with the Providers' energy management computers 2. which

are the source of the bidding information. By means of these systems, the Providers bid to

become the selected Provider of electric power or natural gas for an end user or group of end

users. The Providers transmit their bids from their energy management computers 2 over data

links 3, which may be either analog (using modems) or digital. However, the information is
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usually transmitted in digital form for input into the Moderator. Each Provider has an energy

management administrator who enters energy management instructions into each energy

management computer 2 through an input port 4 by means, for example, of a keyboard or a

data link from a remote site or local computer.

< The Moderator 1 receives the bids, processes them in its bidding processor 5 to

produce provider selection data, and enters both into a database in its memory by means of

the data buses and registers internal to a computer. The bids are sorted according to delivery

destination within the respective service areas of the DISCOs for subscribing end users. The

Moderator 1 processes the bids to prioritize them tor each delivery destination, producing

derivative data, including provider selection data This data can reflect, for example,

designation ofa selected Provider and alternate Providers, based on the Providers" bids to

supply the power or natural gas requirements of each end user or group of end users. The

Moderator can also designate a defauli Provider in the event, for example, the Provider

selected by the bidding process has no additional capacity available. The Moderator I

transmits the derivative data over a data link 7 io a control computer K associated with the end

user or set of end users for which the submitted bids are applicable.

The control computer K can apply decision rules, formulated and inputted by the

control computer';, administrator (c.g . the energy manager for a very large end user), to the

derivati\ e data received from the Moderator 1 in order to select a Provider. A control com-

puter may be operated by the end user, the end users DISCO, or the Moderator (on behalfof

the end users associated with that control computer). In many cases, end users may prefer to

de.il directly w ith the Moderator or may not wish to assume the additional expense, if any.

.ii isinj- tiom the installation or operation ot .i tontiol computet In thai event, no control

computer would be required As illustrated in figures 7 and III. the MinJerator can perform

all the tutu-lions that the control computer would otherwise perform, including the selection

ol a Pro\ ider offering the lowest rale tor best economic incentive) at that lime to each such

end user

As illustrated in Figure 1, once the control computer 8 selects a Provider for an end

user or set of end users, it transmits a notification of that selection to the Moderator via data

m link 7, or perhaps via data bus if the control computer is being operated by the Moderator I

.
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The Moderator 1 then transmits via data link 3 a selection notification to the selected Provider

2 and a specification of the estimated energy requirements of the end user or set of end users

to be served. The Moderator will also transmit via data link 9 a copy of such selection

notification to the DISCO 10 serving the end user or applicable set of end users,

s The Moderator K perhaps using an adjunct computer 1 1, collects actual energy usage

data from the end user's meters 1 2 via the public switched telephone network 13. As

illustrated in Figures 1 1 and 12, however, end user meters 12 may communicate usage data to

the Moderator's adjunct computer 1 1 via the Internet 14 (including posting such usage data to

a website from which the Moderator's adjunct computer can download this data) or via a

id wireless communication network 1 5. Other networks, such as wide-area data networks or the

communications facilities of a DISCO's local power grid, can also be used

An adjunct computer is known in the art to be a computer, closely associated with a

primary computer, that provides the primary computer's operating software additional data or

operating logic to provide the priman computer with additional operational capability . In the

»
.

herein disclosed architecture, an adjunct computer 1 1 can be employed, for example, to

collect energy usage data from end users" meters 12. process that data and transmii such

processed data to the Moderator I. each end user's current Provider 2 and the power grid or

gas pipeline management computer and/or billing computer of that end user's DISCO 10

The adjunct computer 1 1 communicates with the Moderator I over a digital data link or data

a bus lb. If the Moderator has enough processing capacity, the function of the adjunct

computer may be incorporated in the Moderator's processor and memory, the function being

implemented in the processor by appropriate software The data link l(> is illustrated as a

dedicated transmission facilin between the Moderator 1 jnd the adjunct computer 1

1

Ilimcvcr. an> other transmission lechnologx offering a selective way to transmit data from

the Moderator 1 to the adjunct computer 1 1 may be used <A "transmission facility" is a

telecommunication path or channel. It may be. for example, a wired link, a radio channel in a

wireless system, or a time slot in a digitally multiplexed optical transmission system).

A computer adjunct to the computer system used by a Provider and/or a DISCO to

record and store the meter reading data for all of the Provider's and/or DISCO's end user

* customers (or perhaps belonging to an independent meter reading service entity performing
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thts function in place of ,he DISCO) can also be employ Moder«or and each Provider
The data iapms and outputs „f^ Moderator , _^^ , ^^

adjunct compute*, the energy network management complIters 2. the end users' mefcrs . 2
and tbe DISCO's power grid or gas pipeifa, managemeM^^ ^^
mplentented by such devices as interfaces, registers and modems tha, areM known in rte
art.

Figure 2 illustrates a system architecture in which ,h. Providers' energy management
computers 2 submit bids and receive data transmits from the Moderator ! over dedicated
communions links 19. TTte comro, computer « receives rate information a„d/„r provider
sclcctton data and transmits Provider selection „„,„ica,i„„s to the Moderator I over dedicated
data Itnks 20 The Moderator can transmit such a notification to the applicable Provider -

over dedtcated l.nk
, 9 and to the applicable DISCO's power grid or ptpchne management

and/or billing computer 10 over shared data link 9.

I tpurc .- illustrates a system architecture in wh.cl, data communications between the
Moderator

,
and the Probers 2. between the Moderator and ,1, control compute 8 and

between the Moderator and the DISCOs 10 are carried over shared data links
"
l

\ - ,4
25. :,„„ each respective ease. This could be accomplished, for example, hv mam known

'

k»l area network (LAN, metropolitan area network (MAN), and wrdcarea network (WAN)
technologies.

Ftgure 4 illustrates an exemplar;, method of the heretn disclosed invention i„ which
I'rovdcrs tormulatc bids and transmn these bids 2k le Moderator. Upon recevmg such
b.ds 2,. „h- Moderator p,,^, the- btds to dctcrmme «h,c„ btds apply to „ h,ch « „, end

T™- »»>• « -I compute, a, P„,.„„A.s „, btds by. ,„ cxamne. „.„,„,.
C J *" "™ - -«»-~ Prouder „,ec,,„„ data

, I he M.sJerator then transmits 32 rate ,„,orma„o„ and or prov.der selectton Jata to™ I,

applteabie control computer. After some intttal processtng „, „,e b,ds rece.ved me
*Mmm*° lranSmi 'S 53 " •"" ' <*** «<-ed bid information ,„ competing
Providers.

The control computer receives from the Moderator the rate information and/or
provider selection data, applies decision rules, if any. tha, the control computer administrator
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has inputted, and selects 34 a Provider for each set of end users this control computer serves.

The control computer transmits 35 to the Moderator a notification identifying the Provider

that has been selected, together with a specification of the estimated energy requirements for

the set of end users this Provider will supply. The Moderator, in turn, will transmit 36 this

information to a computer 37 associated with the selected Provider's energy network

management computer and, perhaps, to the power grid or gas pipeline management and/or

billing computer 38 of the DISCO that serves as the local energy distribution company for the

set ofend users to be supplied by the selected Provider.

Figures 5 and 6 illustrate an exemplary system and method of the invention in which

the control computers 8 transmit Provider selection notifications and specifications of

estimated energy requirements directly to the selected Providers via data links 39 over an

appropriate transmission system 40, 41 to each Provider 2 Figure 6 also shows that the

control computer may transmit 42 Provider selection notifications and energy specification

data directly to the applicable DISCOs as well.

Figures 7, 8. Y and 10 illustrate an exemplary system and method of the invention in

which the Moderator 1 incorporates all of the functions of the control computers As a result,

no control computers are needed in this system architecture. The Moderator selects the

Provider for each set of end users, as illustrated in Figure 10 The Moderator then notifies the

selected Provider and the applicable DISCO of this Provider selection and transmits to the

selected Provider and the applicable DISCO energy specification data for each set of end

users to be served. In Figure K. the Moderator communicates with Providers and DISC( )s via

dedicated data links I
1
' and 43. respectively In Figure l

>. shared data links 3 and V are used

lor communication between the Moderator I and the Providers and between the Moderator I

and the DISCO 10

Figure 1 3 illustrates an exemplary system of the invention in which energy usage is

collected Irom end user meters 12 by the meter reading department 44 of the DISCO serving

as the local energy distribution company for such end users. Transmission of such collected

meter reading data by the DISCO to the Moderator s adjunct computer 1 1 may be

accomplished by any of several wired or wireless telecommunications technologies well

known in the art.
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Figure 14 illustrates the same exemplary system as Figure 13, with the exception that,

instead of the meter reading department of the applicable DtSCO collecting usage data from
end user meters, that function is performed by a third-party meter reading service 45

(independent of the DISCO).

The Moderator, by means of a billing processor, can prepare a billing statement for

each end user and transmit such statement via data link to the selected Provider for that end
user. This billing processor receives from the Moderator's adjunct computer, via data link or

data bus, processed meter reading data (including actual energy usage data) for each end user.

By accessing the Moderator's database, the billing processor obtains the stored bid

information for the bidder selected by the Moderator as the end user's Provider during the

period of time for which energy usage was measured by the end user's meter. The billing

processor matches this mformation w„h the processed meter readme data for that end user
and creates a billing siaiemem.

As illustrated in Figure 1 5. the Moderator's adjunct computer 46 collects meter

reading data from each end user being served and correlates 47 that usage data with the

h,stoncal bid data oj each of the Provider* that were selected to serve this end user during

various periods over the bill,,,, cycle As a result of this processing, the Moderator con
yencraic a bill loi each end user.

Figure 16 illustrates an alternative bill generation approach, in which the DISCO
serving the applicable end user can generate a bill for that end user if the DISCO is

responsible tor cllecimg usage da,., 4X ,rom end user meters. In th.s exemplar, svs.em. the
Moderator transnuts 4.; the applicable DISC't , ,„L. hisll)nca | hld dala 0 , cach o|

.

|hf

Providers thai ue.e selected to sen , „llN CI|J^ dun„L, vanmis ^ ^^
evele I he DISCO can correlate *> th.s hid mtormation wuh the meter rcadmg data .t

collected from lim end user's meter dunng the hilling cycle in order to generate 5 1 a bill for

this end user.
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CLAIMS

I
.

A method for creating an automated auction among energy providers and end users in

which a moderating computer collects economic incentive data from each provider of a

plurality ofenergy providers, processes the economic incentive data and distributes processed

data to a plurality of control computers, each control computer associated with at least one

end user, thereby enabling each of the plurality of control computers to select a provider of
the plurality of energy providers for the provision of energy to the end users, based on an

economic choice, wherein the method comprises:

a. receiving in the moderating computer, economic incentive data specifying the

economic incentive each provider will place on a unit of energy provided to end users

associated with at least a portion of the plurality of control computers, processing Un-

economic incentive data to determine, which of the economic incentive data

correspond to a f.rst control compuicr and to produce derivative data, and storing the

economic incentive data and derivative data in a data base of the moderating computer
a> first control computer data;

b -transmitting at least a portion of the first control computer data to the first control

compute, and

transmitting at least a portion of the first control computer data to at least portion of
the pltiralit> of energy providers.

A nieil^i oi i |aiir | ,„ «|„ch the economic incentive data is rate data

3 A method ot I la:,n I ,.i uh.ch the economic inccnm e data received Horn each

proudc: i> valid loi a specified first block of time

•i. A method of Claim 3 in winch the economic incentive data valid lo, the Hrs, block of
time must be received by the moderating computer prior to a cut-off t,me that precedes the

first block of time by at least a protection interval.
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5
.

A method ofClaim 1. in which the derivative data includes provider selection data.

6. A method ofClaim 5 in which the provider selection data includes designation ofa

selected provider.

7. A method of Claim 6 including the further step of notifying the selected provider.

8. A method of Claim 5 in which the provider selection data includes designation of at

least a first alternate provider.

9. A method «f Claim 5 in which the provider selection data includes a prioritized list

consisting of a plurality of the energy providers.

1 0. A method lor creating an automated auction among energy providers and end users in

which a moderating computer acting on behalf of end users collects economic incentive data

from each providei of a plurality of energy providers, processes the economic incentive data

and selects a provider of the plurality of energy providers for the provision of energy to each

of a plurality o| end users, based on an economic choice, wherein the method comprises:

a recei\ ing in the moderating computer, economic incentive data specifying the

economic incentive each provider will place on a unit or energy provided to each of

the plurality of end users, processing the economic incentive data to determine which

of the economic incentive data correspond to a first set of end users and to produce

demame d.it.:
. and suutiig the economic inceninc dal;. and derivative data in a data

base of the m.>Jeratin$« computer as first end* user set data.

b transmitting at least a portion of the first-end user set data lo at least a portion of the

plurality ol energy providers.

c processing in the moderating computer the first end-user set data in order to select a

provider of the plurality ol energy providers for ihe provision of energy to the first set

of end users:

± transmitting a selection notification to the provider of the plurality- ofenergy providers

that is selected by the moderating computer, based on the first end-user set data, to be
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the selected provider of energy to the first set of end users; and

e. transmitting a copy of the selection notification to a local energy distribution company

that distributes energy to the first set ofend users whose energy requirements are to be

supplied by the selected provider of energy.

11. An automated provider selection method for enabling a control computer the control

computer being associated with at least one end user, to select a provider of a plurality of

energy providers for the provision of energy to a first end user in accordance with first control

computer data received from a moderator, comprising the steps of:

a. entering into a data base associated with the control computer, first control computer

data relating to at least one provider of the plurality of energy providers;

b selecting ;i first provider of the plurality of energy provider*. Ibr the provision of

energy to the first end user associated with the first control computer, based on the

first control computer data: and

c notifying the first provider of the selection.

12. A method of Claim 1 1 including transmitting io the first provider estimated energy

requirements the first provider should expect to provide to the first end user

13 a method of Claim 1
1 in which, in the event the selected provider is unable to provide

the energy required, a first alternate provider of the plurality of energy providers is selected

for the provision of energy to the first end user, in accordance with the first control computer

data

M A method oi Claim 1
1
in which, m the event the selected provider is unable to provide

the energy required, a default provider of the plurality of energy providers is selected for the

provision ol energy to the first end user

15. A method of Claim 11 including displaying at least a portion of the economic

incentive data at the control computer.

16. A method for managing the provision of energy, by a first provider of a plurality of
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energy providers, to at least one end user associated with a control computer in accordance

with economic incentives arrived at through a bidding process involving a central processor,

referred to as a bidding moderator, comprising the steps of:

a. collecting energy availability data for each of the providers, each provider entering the

energy availabil.lv data, corresponding to the energy the provider can make available

to end users, into its network management computer's network management database:

b. each network management computer (i) receiving management instructions from that

providers network management administrator, (ii) formulating economic incentives

for at least a port.on of the provider's available energy based on the management
instructions and the energy availab.lity data, and uii) transmitting the economic

incentives to the bidding moderator:

in the moderator, (i
,
receiving the economic incent.vcs. (»> entcrm* the economic

incentives from each prov.der in the moderators database, and On) sorting the

econom.c incentives to identify all economic mcentives associated with each control

computer and generating provider selection data,

d transmuting at least a port.on ol the economic incentives received by the moderator ,o

at leas, a port.on ol the plurality of energy prov.ders. entering the economic incentives

in each prov.der's network management database, and adjusting each prov ider's

economic incentives in consideration of the economic incentives from at least one
other provider;

sornnc the prov ,der selectum data to determ.ne u htch of the provider select.on da.;,

correspond to a l,rst coniml compute.. .ransnmtm. a determined portion ol the

p.ov.dcr selects, data to the tirsi control computer, and entenng the determined

portton ol the prov.der select.on data mto the f.rs: control computer s database.

» wlccung a prouder ol .he plural,.* o» energy prouders lor the proton ol energ> to

at least one end user associated with the lirst control computer in accordance with the

provider selection data;

g the first control computer notifying the moderator of selection of the selected

provider;

h. the moderator notifying the selected provider of its selection and transmitting, to a
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computer associated with the selected provider's network management computer, a

specification of the estimated energy requirements the selected provider should expect

to provide to at least one end user associated with the first control computer and

periodic usage reports; and

i. the selected provider processing the specification and periodic usage reports from the

moderator and adjusting its energy production in accordance with the specification

and periodic usage reports.

1 7. A method of Claim 16 including querying the moderator for at least a portion of the

provider selection data.

1 8. A method of Claim 16 including the selected provider querying the moderator for the

specification and periodic usage reports.

I
(
). A method of Claim 1(> in which the computer associated with the selected provider s

network management computer operates as a software defined portion of the selected

provider's network management computer.

20. A method for managing the provision of energy, hy a first provider of a plurality of

energy providers, to al least one end user associated with a control computer in accordance

with economic incentives armed at through a bidding process involving a cenlral processor,

referred u> a bidding moderator, comprising the steps of

a collecting energy availability data lor each of the providers, each provider entering the

energ> availabilitv data, corresponding to the energy the provider can make available

to end users, into its network management computer's network management database;

b each network management computer (i) receiving management instructions from that

providers network management administrator, fii) formulating economic incentives

for at least a portion of the provider's available energy based on the management

instructions and the energy availability data, and (iii) transmitting the economic
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incentives to the bidding moderator,

in the moderator, receiving the economic incentives, entering the economic incentives

from each provider in the moderator's database, and sorting the economic incentives

to identify all economic incentives associated with each control computer;

transmitting at least a portion of the economic incentives received by the moderator to

at least a portion of the plurality of energy providers, entering the economic incentives

in each provider's network management database, and adjusting each provider's

economic incentives in consideration of the economic incentives from at least one
other provider;

sorting the economic incentive data to determine which of the econom.c incentive

data correspond to a firs, control computer, transmitting a determined portion of the

economic incentive data to the first control computer and entering the determined
portion of the economic incentive data ,„,o the first control computer's database:

transmitting decision rules formulated hv the firs, control computer's adminis.rator u>

ihe firs, control computer and entering the decision rules ,n the control computer's

database.

in the control computer, applying the dects.on rules to the economic incentive data,

therein eeneratmg provider selection data, and populating the control computer'*

database with the provider selection data:

selecting a provider of the plurality of energy providers for the provision of energv to

the a. least one end user associated with the lirs. control computer in accordance^,,!,

the pro\ iJei selection data and not.lyiug the moderator ol the selection,

the nioJcr.no, ,„,„> ,„, lhtf xketed pim lJc , oj ^ ^ ^ ^

compute, abated u„h the elected nrovUe* network management computer, a

specification of the estimated energy recrements the selected provider should expect
to prov,Je to the a. leas, one end user associated with the fim control computer: and
the selected provider processing the specification and periodic usage reports from the

moderator and adjusting its energy production in accordance with the specification

and periodic usage reports.
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21. A method of Claim 20 including displaying at least a portion of the economic

incentive data at the network management computer of at least one of the plurality of energy

providers.

22. A method of Claim 20 including the control computer querying the moderator for at

least a portion of the first control computer data.

23. A method of Claim 20 including the selected provider querying the moderator for the

specification and periodic usage reports.

24. A method of Claim 20 in which the computer associated with the selected provider's

network management computer operates as a software defined portion of the selected

provider s network management computer.

2>. A method lot managing the provision of energy, by a first provider of a plurality of

energy providers, to at least a first set of end users of a plurality of end users in accordance

with economic incentives arrived at through a bidding process involving a central processor,

rc I erred to as a bidding moderator, comprising the steps of:

a collecting energ> availability data for each of the providers, each provider entering the

energy availability data, corresponding to the energy the provider can make available

to end usei>. inM its network management computers network management database:

I* e.uh neiwuir. management computer li) receiving management instructions from that

pi.uidcr s nc:work management administrator, in) formulating economic incentives

to: at least a pomon of the provider's available energy based on the management

instructions and the energy availability data, and tin) transmitting the economic

incentives to the bidding moderator;

c. in the moderator, receiving the economic incentives, entering the economic incentives

from each provider in the moderator's database, and sorting the economic incentives

to identify all economic incentives associated with the first set of end users;

d. transmitting at least a portion of the economic incentives received by the moderator to
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rs

: one

at least a portion of the plurality ofenergy providers, entering the economic incentives

in each provider's network management database, and adjusting each provider's

economic incentives in consideration of the economic incentives from at least

other provider;

e. transmitting to the moderator decision rules formulated by the moderator's

administrator and entering the decision rules in the moderator's database;

f. in the moderator, applying the decision rules to the economic incentive data, thereby

generating provider selection data, and populating the moderator's database with the

provider selection data;

g. selecting a provide, of the plurality 0f energy providers lor the provision of energy' to

the firsr set of end users in accordance with the provider selection data;

I. the moderator notifying the selected provider of the selection and transmitting, to a

computer associated with the selected provider s network management computer, a

specification of the estimated energy requirements the selected provider should expect
to provide to the first set of end users; and

.
the selected provider processing the specification and periodic usage reports from the

moderator and adjuring its energy production in accordance with the specification

and periodic usage reports.

2c,. An energy bidding moderator for enabling a firs, control computer of a pluralitv of
control computers n. ..elect provider »i a plurahiy.of energy providers lor rm.v.s.nn of
energ> „, .„ Icum one end use, assocu.al u,«h the first control compute,. ,„ accordance w„h
ccom.mu ,nccnt,u> generated by the providers, comprising

a j compute, with a processor and a memory.

b means lor receiving economic mcent.ve data Iron, a first provider and sionng the

economic incentive data identified with the first provider in the memory;
means for transmitting at least a portion of the economic incentive data received from
a plurality of energy providers to at least a portion of the plurality of energy providers;

means for sorting the economic incentive data received from the pluralitv of energy
providers to determine a first subset of the economic incentive data corresponding to

c.
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the first control computer and generating provider selection data;

e. means for transmitting at least a portion of the first control computer data and the

provider selection data to the first control computer.

27. A moderator ofClaim 26 further including means for receiving decision rules from a

control computer administrator associated with the first control computer and applying the

decision rules to the economic incentive data to generate the provider selection data.

28. A moderator of Claim 26 further including means for receiving irom the first control

computer a notice of the selection by the first control computer of the first provider and

means for transmitting to the first provider a notice of its selection.

29. An automated provider selection system for selecting a first provider of a plurality of

energy providers for the provision of energy to at least one end user, comprising:

a a first control computer;

h means tor receiving in the first control computer a! least a portion of first control

computer data and provider selection data from a bidding moderator and storing the

first control computer data and provider selection data in the first control computer's

memory: and

c. means lor selecting the first provider, based on the first control computer data in the

first control computer s mcmor>

}o A pro\iJci selection system of Claim 2 K
* including means for quming the

bidding numerator lor at ieust a portion of the first control computer data and provider

selection data

31. An automated provider selection system for selecting a first provider of a plurality of

energy providers for the provision of energy to at least one end user, comprising;

a. a control computer
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and provider selection corresponding to „ lrast one end^ ^ fc
control computer and receiving the first contro. computer^ Md provjdw
data in the control computer; and

means for selecting the firs, provider in accordance with the firs, control computer
data and provider selection data.

32. An automated provider sdection sy*n, for selecting a firs, prov.der of a plurality of
energy providers for the provsion of errcruy l0 „ lcas, „„e en<f^
a. a control computer;

b- means for reccving in ,|K contro, compute, decision rule, from a control computer
adminisuator and stormy the rules in ihc memory:

e. means for receiving a, leas, a port,.,,, of ,„„ economic incentive data fro,,, a bidding
moderator and smring ,l,c economy mccmive data in the memorv

<i. means. wi,h.„ „, lmmm. I()r accessing ,,c rules and the economic incentive data

- the memory and applying the rules to the economic .ncentivc da,:, ,„ pnK)ucc
provider select™, data, dependent on the economic ineem.ve daIa

""" ,ranSm"""f *«*» *<• •<•^ contro, computer lor cmrv
into ihc comrol computer's database: and

I' meat, for selecting the firs, prov.der hased on the provider selection i„ ,„c „„„rol
compuicr'.s djinhusc.

'•'

*
""•'*" '"' h * '"' *«* a h,..,„g pemM. from

a„ aucnon proee,, ,„ ,„,ch , n,oJcra„n, compute, ejects emmmK
each prov.ee, o, a plun,,,,, .„ ciu,t, prmidcr5^ fc ^***** processed data to a fa, c„„,ro , compu,cr o, a plurality „f Co„,r„, computers lhc
firs, control computer associated w,,h a firs, set ofend users, thereby enabling the firs,
control computer to select a prcvidcr ofme plurali.y of enemy providers for the provision of
energy to the fire

, se, ofend users, based on an economic choice, wherein the biHing method
comprises:
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i a. receiving in the moderating computer, energy usage data including, at least, an end

t user identifier and a selected provider identifier for each end user of the first set ofend

3 users;

4 b. associating the energy usage data with the economic incentive data to produce a

s billing record including the end user identifier and the portion of the economic

6 incentive data applied to the energy used by the end user;

7 c. storing the billing record in a billing data base: and

« d. sorting the billing data base by end user identifier and generating a bill for energy

usage associated with each end user identifier during the billing period

10

i 34. A method of Claim 33 in which the moderating computer receives the energy usaee data

from the first control computer.

35 A method of Claim 33 in which the moderating computer receives the energy usage data

i from each end user of the fust set of end users.

36. A method of claim 35 in which Step b. includes associating the economic incentive data

with the energy usage data by means of a usage profile.
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37. A method for billing end users for energy used during a billing period, resulting from
an aucnon process in which a moderating computer collects economic incentive data from
each provider ofa plurality of energy providers, processes the economic incense data and
dtstnbutes processed data to a first control computer of a plurality of control computers the
first control computer associated with a first set of end users, thereby enabling the first

control computer to select a provider of the plurality of energy providers for the provision of
energy to the first se, of end users, based on an economic choice, wherein the method
comprises:

a. receiving in a billing computer associated with at least one end user, economic
mcentive data from .he modeling computer and energy usage data from a local

energy distribution company, including at least, an end user identifier and a selected
provider identifier;

b associating the energy usage data w,th the economic incentive data ,o produce a
billing record including the end user identifier and the portion of the economic
mcentive data applied ,„ the energy used by the end user and storing the billing record
m ;i billing data base; and

< wrung the b.lhn, data base by end user .deniifier and generating a bill for energv
usage associated u.th each end use, identifier during the billing period

nS A method of Claim 17 in which the billing computer is controlled bv an acent
independent of the mojtfrai.ng computer and the control computer.

A ,»,,,od t ,t clam, ~ m wh,ch .he local energy distribution company „k ludes an
independent third part) ntcin reading service entn>

4L A me.hod for creating an automated auet.on among energy providers and end users ,„
" l,,C

"
a C°,npUlCr«* « ^.1' o. end users collects economic mcentive data

Tom each provider of a p.urahty of energy providers, processes the economic mcentive data
and selects a provider of the plurality of energy providers for the provision of energv to each
1 a plurality of end users, based on an economic choice, wherem the method comprises-
a- recetvmg in the moderating computer, economic incentive data specifyinu the
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economic incentive each provider will place on a unit of energy provided to each of

the plurality of end users, processing the economic incentive data to determine which

of the economic incentive data correspond to a first set ofend users and to produce

derivative data, and storing the economic incentive data and derivative data in a data

base of the moderating computer as first end-user set data;

b. transmitting at least a portion of the first-end user set data lo at least a portion of the

plurality of energy providers;

c. processing in the moderating computer the first end-user set data in order to select ,a

provider of the plurality ol energy providers for the provision of energy to the first set

of end users: and

d. transmitting a selection notification to the provider of the plurality of energy providers

that is selected by the moderating computer, based on the first end-user set data, to be

the selected provider of energy to the first set ol end users.

41. A method for creating an automated auction among energy providers and end users in

which a moderating computer acting on behalf of end users collects economic incentive data

from each provider of a plurality of energy providers, processes the economic incentive data

and selects a provider of the plurality of energy providers for the provision of energy 10 each

of a plurality of end users, based on an economic choice, wherein the method comprises:

a receiving in the moderating computer, economic incentive data specifying the

economic incentive each provider will place on a unit ol energy provided lo each of

the piurahtN ot end users, processing the economic incentive data lo determine which

of the economic incentive data correspond to a first set ot end users and lo produce

derivative data, and sionng the economic incentive data and derivative data in a data

base ol the moderating computer as first end-user set data.

b. transmitting at least a portion of the lirsi-end user set data to at least a portion of the

plurality of energy providers:

c. processing in the moderating computer the first end-user set data in order to select a

provider of the plurality of energy providers for the provision of energy to the first set

of end users;
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d. transmitting a selection notification to the provider of the plurality ofenergy providers

that is selected by the moderating computer, based on the first end-user set data, to be

the selected provider of energy lo the first set ofend users and transmitting to a

computer associated with the selected provider's network management computer, a

specification ofenergy requirements the selected provider should expect to provide to

the first set of end users;

e. transmitting a copy of the selection notification to a local energy distribution company

that distributes energy lo ihc first set of end users whose energy requirements are to be

supplied by the selected provider of energy; and

f. the local energy distribution company transmitting to the selected prov ider, periodic

usage reports of energy usage by the first set of end users.

42. A method of Claim 4
1
m which the local energy distribution company includes an

independent third party meter reading sen ice entity.

43 a method of Claim 4 ] in which the local energy distribution company transmits

periodic usage reports to the selected provider by means oi an Internet website or compu.er

hullclin board.

44 A method for conducting an automated auction among a plurality of energy providers

and end users, comprising'

a uillcvtmg economic inccnm c data from a plurality of energy pioviders:

b ira.ism.ttme at least a portion o| the economic incemiu- data to a. least a portion of

tl.ecnerg> providers, therein each energ> provider has an opportune to adM,s, „s

bids in \iew of the bids of competing energy providers.

c prioritizing the economic incentive data that apply to a firsl set of end users;

d. designating a firs, energy provider lo be the designated provider of energy to the first

set of end users on the basis of the prioritized economic incentive data: and

informing the designated provider of its designation, a specification of estimated

energy requirements and periodic usage reports, thereby enabling the first energy
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provider to efficiently adjust its energy supply.
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